Whiteboard meeting notes from User Group meeting:

- Complex Dir. Office + Adj. Small Staff Comp.
- " APT. - 2 BR 1 BA"
- Academic Apt.
- Apts w/ private (ext.) entrance
- Faculty Office - 2 A3 LLC
- CD Ass't
- MTO 8 Staff
- 15 - 20

- Garbage/Recycling Area
- Covered
- Proximity or indoors

- Resident Storage: Cages - Fee?
- Build into room as possible (LLC over Door Baffles)
- Trunk Room - Replace w/ Cages?

- Covered Outdoor Space - South Edge Public Area Storage - Outdoor Too
- Public Restroom on 2nd Floor + 3rd?
- Also on Res. Floors + 4th
- Team/Project Rooms w/ Technology?
FOOD SERVICE
- RECEIVING
- STORAGE
- STAGING
- PREP
- EQ. ST.
- DRY STORE
- COLD STORE
- OFFICE

DINING ➔ PROGRAMMING ➔ SLEEP ➔ CO-LOCATE

MUSIC PRACTICE ROOMS - INDIVIDUAL
- ACoustical Isolation - group
- Power for instruments

RESIDENT LOUNGES AND RES. STUDY AREAS

BEAUX ROOMS - 4-6 SEE LLC - NO DOORS

DIVERSITY OF STUDY OPPORTUNITIES

VISIBLE MEETING ROOMS - GLASS AS AT LLC

CURVES & INTIMACY FOR SMALL GROUPS

- DASHBOARD - COMPETITIVE - INSTANT FEEDBACK

COMMUNITY KITCHEN AT/CONNECTED TO PROGRAM

COOKING BEAUX - COMMUNITY MEAL

GARDEN (PROD/ORGANIC/GREENHOUSE)

FINANCIAL VIABILITY